She was “an adventurer, spy, archaeologist and powerful political force…[and the] first female Intelligence officer employed by the British Military.” Gertrude Bell is sometimes called “the female Lawrence of Arabia,” but very few people know her story. Now, Between the Rivers Productions is running a Kickstarter to create a documentary, Letters from Baghdad, about this trailblazing woman.

Zeva Oelbaum and Sabine Krayenbühl, the filmmakers who conceived the project, call Bell “part proper Victorian and part modern woman.” The first woman to receive the highest honors in Modern History at Oxford, she acted as an advisor on Middle Eastern affairs during World War I, and helped reshape the national boundaries there after the war concluded. She also advocated for Iraqi self-rule, criticized Britain’s colonial policy, drafted the 1925 Law of Antiquities that allowed Iraq to retain excavated artifacts, promoted education for Muslim girls and helped establish one of the most progressive educational systems in the Middle East.
known. Oelbaum and Krayenbühl point out that “a recent biography on T.E. Lawrence doesn’t mention her name, not even in a footnote” even though her maps and notes were critical to the success of the tribal revolt. In fact, they add, “In the 1996 Academy Award winning film, “The English Patient”, one of the characters mentions the ‘Bell Maps’, but goes on to refer to Bell as a man.” As the filmmakers assert, “It’s time to bring Gertrude Bell’s story back into history!”

The documentary draws on the over 1,600 letters that Bell wrote during her time in the Middle East. “These vibrant, humorous and richly detailed letters were written primarily to her family and friends,” Oelbaum and Krayenbühl say. “We were intrigued by the contrast between her public self and her private self.” The story these letters tell will be accompanied by more than 500 clips of archival footage: “[o]riginally shot in 35mm and transferred to HD, these visuals, some of them hand-tinted, will transport the viewer into the exotic, vanished world that Bell loved.”

As part of their Kickstarter campaign, Oelbaum and Krayenbühl are offering both digital downloads and DVDs of the documentary. They say, “with our team of historians, archaeologists, designers, editors, writers, researchers, and your help, we are poised to finally bring Gertrude Bell’s story to the big screen - where it belongs!”

To learn more the “Letters from Baghdad” film project, watch the film’s trailer, and support their Kickstarter campaign, visit http://kck.st/1gIaKgY

While there aren’t any books available for young readers about Gertrude Bell, there are several books for adult readers about her incredible life story: “Desert Queen: The Extraordinary Life of Gertrude Bell” (http://amzn.to/1h36vqo) and “Gertrude Bell: Queen of the Desert, Shaper of Nations” (http://amzn.to/1myt6Dt).

To introduce your children to more real-life women explorers, visit our “Explorers / Adventurers” section at http://www.amightygirl.com/books/history-biography/biography?cat=347


For stories of amazing girls and women throughout history to inspire your Mighty Girl, visit our “History / Historical Fiction” section and our collection of hundreds of biographies, sortable by area of expertise, at http://www.amightygirl.com/books/history-biography
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